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DRIICS ESTEU BY CIlIA.

ON MENIAL PATIENTS
Continued From Page Al

documents, however, have been heavily

edited and do npt contain the names of

people involved in the medical or drug

research *or the institutions at which it

was performed.
Adm. Stansfield Turner, the Director

of Central Intelligence, will appear before

a joint meetin gd the Senate Select Com

mittee on Intelligence and the Senate

Health subcommittee tomorrow to give

information about the agency's behavior

- control research.
He is expected to disclose that the

C.I.A. paid for a knockout drug to be

tested on terminal cancer patients and

to report on an "improper" payment for

- research.
The Times obtained a 1959 financial

report of the Society for the Investigation

of Human Ecology Inc., which indicates

that the society paid Dr. D. Ewen Camer

on $18,405 in 1958 to conduct studies

that included testing three highly potent

drugs on the patients of the Allan Memo

rial Institute of Psychiatry at McGill Uni

versity in Montreal.

Drugs That Were Used

* The drugs were thorazine, LSD and ser

hyl. Thorazine is still marketed as a

powerful tranquilizer, but sernyl has been

withdrawn `from the market for human

consumption and is used only as an im

*.mobilizing agent for primates.

The society was set up in 1955, accord

ing to a former director, to provide a

vehicle for the C.I.A. to finance a study

on brainwashing. During the next 10

years it supported a wide range of medi

cal research programs and psychological

studies around the United States and in

Canada.
One former official, James L. Monroe,

said in an interview that only about 25

to 30 percent of the society's $1 million

to $1.5 million annual budget came from

the C.I.A. But Dr. Lawrence B. Hinkle,

a former director, said that he believed

most of the support had been from the

agency.
The C.I.A. used both the society and

the Geschikter Foundation for Medical

Research, based here, to supply money I
to private universities and medical re

search facilities.

DR6SftSTED BY C.!! y ,/qy

ON MENTAL PATIENTS

Documenth Disclose Use tn `58 of

[SD in Canadian Hospital

By NICHOLAS M. HORROCK

* speclsi to The New York Times

* WASHINGTON, Aug. 2-Mental pa

tients at a Canadian hospital were given

powerful tranquilizers and LSD in a 1958

experiment supported by a foundation

*that secretly dispensed money for the

Central Intelligence Aency, medical fi

nancing records disclosed today,

The disclosure became one more ele

ment in a growing picture of the C.I.A.'s

25-year attempt to learn how to control

the human mind.

A survey of 2,000 C.I,A. documents an

interviews with scientists, medical re

searchers and' intelligence officers has

shown in detail how the agency used pri

k'ate medical research foundations as con

duits for a $25 million prograrp designed

to develop drugs ur techniques that could

control hunian behavior.

5,000 More Documents
A

Under the Freedom of Information Act,

The New York Times obtained today 415

additional pages of C.I.A. documents per

taining to drug experimentation and

behavior control research. The new pool

of information disclosed the following:

liThe C.I*A. arranged for 12 volunteers

to be hypnotized in a. hotel room to

"demonstrate" to covert-operations ex

perts how hypnosis could help espionage

agents remember details that their con

bcious minds might have discarded.

qln 1954, the C.I.A. hoped to use its

"basic data" on "LSD and related materi

als" to devise operational techniques to

disturb the memory, to discredit people

through aberrant behavior, to alter sex

patterns, to elicit information and to

create emotional dependence.

liThe C.I.A. employed a magician to

help explain what one former C.I.A. 0th-

cial said were matters "they couldn't ex
plain."

The C.I.A. is expected to make public

over- the, next two weeks some 5,000

newly discovered documents pertaining

to its behavior control programs. The

Continued on Page 9, Column -1
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TREATMENT OF THE CHRONIC

PARANOID SCHIZOPHRENIC

PATIENT°

D. EVEt CAMERON, M.D. and
S. K. PANDE, M.D., Montreal

Tiu nw.vri' [EXT of chronic paranoid schizophrenia
has long leeIl considered one of the most difficult
tasks for psych Ia tris ts.

We are presenting a method of treatment which
we have found to be more successful than any
hitherto reported.

This method consists essentially in the use of
prolonged sleep, lasting 30 to 60 days, combined

with intensive ci cc troshock therapy. This period
of treatment is then followed by a stage of re
habilitation and fol lov-up therapy on an ambulant

basis. This latter is carried on over a two-year

period.

OBSERVATIONAL BASIS FOB TREATMENT

I.
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1. During the last 20 years we have found

frequent occasion to verify Sakel'st original obser
vation tim t a prolonged and severe so-called
irreversilie coma might have favourable effects
in schizophrenic patients who had hi tiierto failed

to respond to any other form o treatment. We
have considered that the frequently severe al though

transient distlirialice of brain function -

portant factor in the favourable resul

In recent years since we re-introduced the

use of prolonged sleep with the assistance of

chlorpromazine Largactil we observed that

schizophrenic patients responded well to this form

of treatment. Our first attempts to use this treat
ment were with very excited schizophrenic patients

who could not otherwise be managed in an open
hospital.

3. Our third observation was that where coma

insulin anti electroshock were combined in the

treatment of payUculrly jffienlt schizophrenic

_,,pgjents,we got good results.

Thus it was decided to explore the possibility

of using prolonged sleep combined with electro

shock therapy; within a few months it became

apparent that the best results were obtained where

there was an extensive breakup of the behavioural

patterns consequent upon a transient disturbance

of brain function.

The observational basis for the two-year am

bulant follow-up vas derived from our observations

of the use of a five-year follow-up period in patients

suffering from recurrent manic depressive attacks as

originally suggested by Geoghegan and Stevenson'

`From the Department of Psychiatry, McOhll ITni',':'ndty.
Moot,'eal.

and as carried out by ourselves for the last ten
years. Tlie second basis has been our observations
of the' disorganizing effects of emotional stress
and the restoration of function once the disorganiz

ing stress has been removed.4

CASE MATERIAL

The patient group in which the effects of this
form oF therapy was studied consisted of 26 para

noidsch.izophrenie pati! Of these, 16 had shown

symptoms for rnoi' than twp,ycars. The remaining
1 had shown symptoms for less than two years

and were diagnosed as suffering from actite para

noid schizophrenic breakdown. They were inch tided

for the purposes of comparison. Of the 20 patients,

five were men and 21 were women. The age

spread was from 17 to 54.

All patients were examined extensively before

treatment. Clinical, biochemical, psychological arid

eleetrophysio]ogical examinations were carried out.

In addition the family structure and the general

socio-economie background from which the pa ti emit

came was investigated through the social scnice

department. The diagnosis was made on the basis

of the aceunmlated data and as established in

joint discussions of the whole clinical team.

After the conclusion of treatnient, routine ex

aminations ,deseribed above were repeated, the -

clinical team again assessed the degree of recovery

which had been achieved, anti at the same time

plans were made for follow-up and rel mabil I ta tion

work- with each patient.

PROCEDURE

The sleep technique employed is that reported

by AzimaY The objective of this teclmique is to

produce a prolonged sleeping state resembling the

normal ts closely as possible. The patient sleeps tui

average of 20 to 22 hours a day and is wakened

three times a day for meals and toilet. The drugs

used are chlorpromazine Largactil anti a corn-

bination of three barbiturates: secobarbital See-

onal + is chosen as a short-acting barbiturate,

pen tOlarbital Nembutal as one of intermediate

duration and phenobarbital or barbital Veronal

as a long-acting drug. Solid food is given during

the first week anti from then on semi-solid foods,

the minimum caloric intake is 1500 per day and the

minimum amount of fluid 2000 c.c. The patients

are given extra vitunin 13 anti C parenterally.

Posturing of the patients by the nurses is earned

out every two hours and carbogen is administered

if the respirations -become shallow. Five units of

globin-zine insulin are given half an hour before

each meal. The sleep is induced gradually and is

also terminated gradually. At the end of 10 clays,

at which time sleep has been established, clectro-1

shock is commenced.

The objective of the electroshock therapy is to

produce iii combination with sleep a condition

of confusion which ve term complete djjternjj,g.

For purposes of identification -we recognize three
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cering irorn the period of helplessness en-

,ndered by his p tilOI igcd sleep and electroshock

tlieralJV. This relatioiisliip constitutes a fixed 1Oiut

f streiigt!i and support for a patient and is con-

tinned I hroti gI an it ti ie whole two years, care

being exerciseol to see that, as far as possible.

the same hera 1ist is avail able to tl eiit. it

important to underscore the fart that the thera-

ist brings to his work not only knowledge and

kill but also attitudes. We are increasingly

mpressed i'itli the fact that the attitudes of the

:herapist are crucial for the outcome. lii dealing

vitli tile long-term schizophrenic patient the

therapist must have great persistence. lie cannot

afford to give ill easily, lie must continually focus

his attention and that of his staff and the patient

on the gains which have been made, even though

for a time thes' should be small.

Dtiring this period of stabilization and preven

tion outside the hospital, the patient ordinarily

works. Some of our patients have married and

have had children. Some have shown relapses.

A
iere evidence of relapse is reported to us, the

ç,J jpatient is treated again within a few hours or at

the most within two days by intensive electroshock

` therapy on an ambulant basis. We have au arrange-

pThent with a nursing organization in the city by

`p which all our anlluulaiut sclli'/.Olllrenic patients are

0P visited once a week, and their relatives or land

ladies are instructed to get iii immediate touch

with this nursing organization if there is any cvi-

deuce of a relapse. This may take the form of

moodiness, of sleeplessness, of lack of interest, of

impairment of appetite, or of the appearance of

thinking diflitul ties or beginning delusional ideas.

Ve have found that where this happens we are

always able to terminate the relapse within two

or three days and often within 24 hours by

intensive electroshock therapy. In the last two years

we have only rarely had to readmit a patient.

RESULTS

It is proposed to report the results of tile two

groups of paranoid schizophrenic patients separ

ately, narñely, those patients having symptoms of

more than two years' duration and those patients

having symptoms of less than two years' duration.

With regard to the first group, which is com

prised of 16 patients, the initial results were

favourable in that all patients could be discharged

home save for one patient who left against advice

and has been readmitted for further treatment.

The foliow-u results of those discharged were
i good except in five patients, two of whom refused

follow-up care, developing paranoid reactions of

such fixity that we could not persuade them to

continue. They were nonetheless able to remain

outside the hospital. Two others had to be read

mitted for further treatment and were later dis

charged again and have done well. One other had

Cunni. M. A. .1.
Jan. 15. 1 95H. oI, lb

to be readmittcd and as indicated above is still

under treatment, A number of others have had

minor relapses but could be managed on an ambu-

hunt basis. Out of all the patients now discharged,

paranoid trends were apparqnt only in tIme two

patients mentiot ied above as having refused fu rtl er

treatment and in the one patient who bad treatment

iii hospital subsequent to readmission. It sIn nild,

however, be pointed out at the sdrne time that

although most of them tire able to lead `kmetive lives

as housewives and also in other occupatiOns on the

outside, some yjiflcLL.uL1çjjmzOphreniC damnage

can le seen in the majority of fl3RliiiiT

ptmtiemits. This takes the form of some blunting of

affect, some loss of drive relative totlmarThliuiW1i

in earlier years. - --

TABLE 1,-il m*uui:rs IN rita T11EA'rM1':N1' or P,mc.ixoiii

Sri iron I miMic PAn ENTS Vrru Snir'rons ui' Ovau `l'wi

`aAmus' [trmu.vrloN

N unitwi' of tMttiL'iitS
., I

Nuiuln'i' ttisrlmnrgeil 16

Numutnn' 1''Uhliiiitt't 3

Ni11I111±1' I''-tflWtiitl'gt'd 2

?,nuiiber stilt iii hospital I

N unilwr iriusim ig follow-up treatment mit stilt ambulant 2

Those in the group with symptoms of less than

two years' duration have all been discharged and

the results tire also good, indeed more favourable

than in those with symptoms of over two years

,duration. None of 111cm have had to be readmitted.

Occasional relapses have been seen but these have

been managed quite successfully oim an ambulant

basis. The evidence of lasting sclIjwiteaiQshnth_

age in the form of blunting of affect, or reduction

imr1lrive and initiative, is rarely apparent in this

group of short-term paranoid cases.

T&BIF JI.-ltIi.SIJLTS IN Tim TRNA'flmEN'r ou' Puu.tno

Se1uIzovimaENIc 1:vrmax'rs Vrrim Snii"rons or Lass `t'IIAM

`Iwo Viuns' ltuL'rioN

Number of 1ritietits

Nunibet' diselau'ged
Number readmnitted

DiscussioN

Earlier in this paper we preseitted the observa

tional basis for the devehopment of this technique.

We now wish to present the theoretic basis. Our

working theories or premises tire three in number:

1. That schizophrenia. represents a biological

process which can be arrested but which tends,

particularly when of any intensity or chiration, to

leave behind permanent damage.

2. That recd'er' . consists primarily in: a

halting the process, and b a reorganization of

the individual which results in a short-circuiting or

inactivation of the damaged area but which does

not result in an abolition of the established damage.

3. That a considerabhe proportion of schizo-

phremc relapses, thdugii certainly not all, constitute

not a reactivation of the process but a breakdown
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Continued From Page Al

documents, however, have been heavily
edited and do npt contain the names of

people involved in the medical cr drug

research or the institutions at which it

was performed.
Adm. Stansfield Turner, the Director

of Central Intelligence, will appear before

a joint nieetin go? the Senate Select Corn

mittee on Intelligence and the Senate

Health subcommittee tomorrow to give

information about the agency's behavior

control research.
He is expected to disclose that the

C.I.A. paid for a knockout drug to be

tested on terminal cancer patients and

to report on an "improper" payment for

- research.

The Times obtained a 1959 financial
report of the Society for the Investiriation

of Human Ecology Inc., which indicates

that the society paid Dr. D. Ewen Camer

on $18.405 in 1958 to conduct studies

that included testing three highly potent

drugs on the patients of the Allan Memo

rial Institute of Psychiatry at McGill Uni

versity in Montreal.

Drugs That Were Used

- The drugs were thorazine, LSD and ser

nyl. Thorazine is still marketed as a

powerful tranquilizer, but sernyl has been

withdrawn `from the market for human

consumption and is used only as an im

.mobilizing agent for primates.

The society was set up in 1955, accord

ing to a former director, to provide a

vehicle for the C.I.A. to finance a study

on brainwashing. During the next 10

years it supported a wide range of medi

cal research programs and psychological

studies around the United States and in

Canada.
One former of ficial, James L. Monroe,

said in an interview that only about 25

to 30 percent of the society's $1 million

to $1.5 million annual budget came from

the C.I.A. But Dr. Lawrence B. Hinkle,

a former director, said that he believed

most of the support had been from the

agency.
The C.I.A. used both the society and

the Geschikter Foundation for Medical

Research, based here, to supply money

to private universities and medical re

search facilities.
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Documents Disclose Use kn `58 of

LSD in Canadian Hospita

By NICHOLAS 1W. HORROCK

* Special to Tho flaw York Times

WASHINGTON, Aug. 2-Mental pa

tients at a Canadian hospital were given

powerful tranquilizers arid LSD in a 1958

experiment supported by a foundation

.that secretly dispensed money for the

Central Intelligence Aency, medical fi

nancing records disclosed today.

The disclosure became one more ele

ment in a growing picture of the C.LA.'s

25-year attempt to learn how to control

the human mind.

A survey of 2,000 C.I.A. documents and

interviews with scientists, medical re

searchers and* intelligence officers has

in detail how the agency used pri

`vate medical research foundations as con

duits for a $25 million program designed

to develop drugs or techniques that could

control hurijan behavior.

5,000 More Docunients

Under the Freedom of Information Act,

The New York Times `objained today 415

additional pages of C.I.A. documents per

taining to drug experimentation and

behavior control research. The new pool

of information disclosed the following:

qme C.i.A. arranged for 12 volunteers

to be hypnotized in a. hotel room to

"demonstrate" to covert-operations ex

perts how hypnosis could help espionage

agents remember details that their con

cious minds might have discarded.

qin 1954, the C.I.A. hoped to use its

"basic data" on "LSD and related materi

als" to devise operational techniques to

disturb the memory, to discredit people

through aberrant behavior, to alter sex

patterns, to elicit information and to
create emotional dependence.

`lThe C.I.A. employed a magician to

help explain what one former C.I.A. olfi

cial said were matters `they couldn't ex
plain."

The C.I.A. is expected to make public
oveit the, next two weeks some 5,000

newly discovered documents pertaining

to its behavior control programs. The

Continued on Page 9, Column `1
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Lnpnuntt_
!i'ering From the period of helplessness en-

gendered by ins prolonged sleep and electroshock

therapy. This relationship constitutes a fixed point

Di strei igtli and support for a patient and is con

tinued througi tot it [lie whole two years, care

heing exercised to See that, flS far as JJ0551lle,

the same therapist is available to the patient. It

is important to underscore the fact that the titera-

?ist brings to his work not only knowledge and

;kiil bitt ai5o attitudes. We are increasingi

mpressed vith the fact that the attitudes of the

:iierapist are crucial for tile outcome. In dealing

bvith the loug-terni schizophrenic patient the

therapist must have great persistence. lie cannot

afford to give tip easily. lie must coiitinuallv focus

his attention at id that of his staff and the patient

on the gains which have been made, even though

for a [hue they should be small.

During this period of stabilization and preven

tion outside the hospital, the patient ordinarily

works. Some of our patients have married and

ilave had children. Some have shown relapses.

kiere evidence of relapse is reported to its, the

jjafient is treated again within a few hours or at

the most within two days by intensive electroshock

therapy on an ambulant basis. We have aim arrange-

ptnent with a nursing organization iii the city by

which all our anibmilamit schizophrenic Patiemi ts are

visited once a veek, and their relatives or land

ladies are instructed to get in innrmcdiate touch

with this nursing organization if there is any evi

dence of a relapse. This may take the form of

moodiness, of sleeplessness, of lack of interest, of

impairment of appetite, or of the appearance of

thinking difhtulties or beginning delusional ideas.

We have found that where this happens we are

always able to terminate the relapse within two

or three days and often within 24 hours by

intensive electroshock therapy. In the last two years

we have only rarely had to readmit a patient.

RESULTS

It is ProIOsed to report the results of the two

groups of paranoid schizophrenic patients separ

ately, narñely, those patients having symptoms of

more than two years' duration and those patients

having symptoms of less than two years' duration.

With regard to the first group, which is com

prised of 16 patients, the initial results were

Favourable in that all patients could be discharged

home save for one patient who left against advice

and has been readmitted for further treatment.

The follosv-u results of those discharged were

good except in five patients, two of whom refused

follow-np care, developing paranoid reactions of

such fixity that we could not persuade them to

continue. They were nonetheless able to remain

outside the hospital. Two others had to be read

mitted for further treatment and were later dis

charged again and have done well. One other had

anatl. M. A. .1.
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lually to be readmitted arid as indicated above is still

under treatment. A number of others have had

minor relapses but could be managed on an amnhu-

lant basis. Out of all time patients now discharged,

paranoid trends were apparqnt only iii [lie tvo

patients mentioned above as having refused further

treatment and in the one patient s'lmo had treatment

in hospital subsequent to readmission. It should,

however, be pointed out at the sdrne time that

although most of them are able to lead `ictive lives

as housewives and also in other occupations on the

outside, some evijknca.oL.çhizophrenic dammiage

can be seen in the majority of iTiZsc hrthTZ

patients. This takes the form of sonic blunting tmf

affect, some loss of drive relative totiuiricliiiWiT

in earlier years.

TAIQE l.-REstrIJrS IN TIlE `I'REATMHN'I' oi.'

Semi cxnmIu mtm:xmc PvrmF:rc'rs Vm'rmr Snmm-nnms or OvEim `t'wu

Yi*A1ls' ILrmivrmoN

Nunilwm of Patimts n lb

?% umiilivi iliselma rgutl lii
Nummi hm'r mt'mim I nil tted 3

?` ulnlem mv-tlisulmamged 2

Nuumil em si ill jim lmosjiitmil I
N uummlwr iii osi mmg ml Ii mw-imp tmeatmemmt htmt still ambulant 2

Those iii the group with symptoms of less than

two years' duration have all been discharged and

tile results are also good, indeed more favourable

than in those with symptoms of over two years'

duration. None of them have had to be readmitted.

Occasional relapses have been seemi but these have

been managed quite successfully on an ambulant

basis. The evidence of lasting scJuJ?Qphn1uicsh1uE...

age in [lie form of blunting of affect, or reduction

ji fllrive and initiative, is rarely apparent in this

group of short-term paranoid cases.

TABLE Jr.-RFLSULTS IN T1n TItEA'flmENT or PMmArcUII'

SciImzuvmrmmENrc l&vl'mENTS `ri'ii Snmm'nmMs Di' LEss `l'ui %N

`t'wo `aAiis' I tFmtA'VRIN

Ntumuber 11 piiticnti 10

Icurmiber discharged it

Nunmbem readmittemi t

DiscussioN

Earlier in this paper we presented the observa

tional basis for the development of this technique.

We now wish to present the theoretic basis. Our

working theories or premises are three in mnmniber:

1. That schizophrenia. represents a biological

which caui be arrested but which tends,

particularly when of any intensity or duration, to

leave behind p nnancn t damage.

2. That recovery consists primarily in: a

halting the pr°, and b a reorganization of

the individual which results in a short-circuiting or

inactivation of tile damaged area but which does

not result in an abolition of the established damage.

3. That a considerable proportion of schizo

phienie relapses, though certainly not adi, constitute

not a reactivation of the process but a breakdown
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The Depaueniing Treaunent of Schizophrenia

D. EwEN CAMERON, M.D., J. C. LOluiExz, M.D.,

AND

K. A. HANDCOCK, M.B.,

HE DEVELOPMENT of a succcssful method of treatment of schizoplire

j nia has become imperative because of the ongoing revolution in pschiatric

hospitalization. From this revolution, the psychiatric divisions of general hospi

tals are emerging as the pnmarv places for the diagnosis and care of the mental

ly sick. Hence the necessity for a method of treatment of schizophrenia which

can be effectively carried out within these short-stay hospitals.

Over the last thirtv years a number of methods of treating schizophrenia

have been introduced-insulin ccma, chemotherapy and others-which have

had a demonstrable measure of success, but their degree of effectiveness hag

left much to be desired. They fall far short of what must be a basic rcquire

rnent, namely, that when the patient is discharged from the psychiatric division

of a general hospital, he must either be well or, if not, then well enough to go

on ambulant service for further follow-up trcatment.

Extensive experience with the successes and failures of coma insulin treat

ment of schizophrenia-with various psychotherapeutic procedures and later

with a number of forms of chemotherapy-led us at the Allan Memorial In

stitute to set up plans to seek for a more powerful and a mpre flexible method

of treatment.

A survey' of the existing literature showed that of the muItiplicit of methods

of treatment, massive electroshock seemed promising. It produced initial

favorable results in a high percentage of cases but there was also, unfortunately,

a considerable relapse rate. This method of treatment was apparently intro

duced by Bini' and by MilliganY In both instances, it was at first used to treat

chronic psychoneurotic patients. The method was transferred to the treatment

of schizophrenia by Kennedy and Ancell3 who appear to have been responsible

for the misleading designation of "regressiitshuckXlMrupy-"

In its original form, the method consisted essentially of the administration of

two to four electroshocks daily to the point where the patient developed an

organic brain syndrome with acute confusion, disorientation and interference

with his learned habits of eating and bladdcr and bowel control. While in

I this condition, his schizophrenic symptoms disappeared. On cessation of electro

shock-usually after the patient had been given about thirty treatments-re

j organization would set in. The organic symptoms would recede quite rapidly

delhi

Uni

This paper was detivrrcd by Dr. Cameron as a 3lauds!cy Bequest Lecture, London,

Fcbruanj, 1962.
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es gis rug tire patteot tilt eat it occasion six tier. [rest rocks-tiie electrical ltll[1 lists ru-

Jim iog each tither with soch rapidity that tire clonic phase tiles lii't iecOllIe estahhrshied

until tire end of the sixth electrical impulse.

The patient passes into the first stage of depatterning alniot the fifth day of electro

shock treatment and into the second stage somewhere between the tenth and twt'titics

day of treatment. l'aticnts, however, vary crtnsideraluIv in tire amount of electroshock and

sleep necessary to I iring theiri into tIre third stage-tlie average being between thirty

anti forty elect 0 isi trick treatments, u ith some requiring fifty or sixty and a very few en-

tireiv failing to reach tire third stage of depatterning.

Once tiit* third stage is reached, the patient is kept at this level for aItfllt a week by

reducing the frequency of electrosl tuck to one a day and dropping front otoltiple to single

shocks. Vc then legili to bring the Patient out gradually by reducing electroshock to

one struck three times a week-then to twice a week and so on as the case demands. At

the time of his leaving tire hospital, electroshock should be down to one per week.

It is roost important nut to stop electroshock treatment abruptly, otherwise relapse is

very frequent. One sloruld also grasp the essential fact that the period of reorgaoizatton is

a jeriod of considerable delicacy. The patient should be supported and reassured. He

should constantly he given son' incentive to reorganize hiniself and he should he pro

tected against eiuiiitkoral disturbance, suds as visits from relatives or tensions iii tue treat -

ment room.

Earlier it was stated that the patient passes back through the .iiuie three stages of

r.k patterning which have been described. During this reorganization period, vhile in the

second stage and in particular when the patient is passing back from the second stage to

the first stage on his way to recover>', there may he a period of turboicrice. The patient

becomes anxious, restless, antagonistic and may become delusional. Earlier in nor cx-

l5i:rirmiee, we described these occurrences almost uniformly as evidences of relapse and

increased the frequency of electrodroek-putting the patient hack into the third stage again.

Ultioiatelv, lioweter, we have crime to realize that these phases which we have termed

`periods of turbulence" are states of anxiety occasioned by the transition from a phase

in which the pattent feels no necessity to maintain a space-time image to the stage where

he feels a strung urge to recreate his space-time image hot is not yet able to do so. For the

last several years we have controlled this anxiety by means of heavy doses of Largactil up

to tug. 600-1000 per day and sodium amvtab.

Still more recently, however, we have Isad an opportunity to work with a new mono

amine oxidase inhibitor-R04-1033---whieh has proved remarkably effective in quite

small loses in cut-tailing this type of organic an,xiety* It is necessary to curtail this, since

otherwise the patient may become seriously disturbed and there may take place an actual

return of his schizophrenic symptomatology,

In a certain proportion of cases rather less than 30 per cent, one does see a recurrence

of the schizophrenic symptomatology as the organic syndrome subsides, When this hap

pens, we habitually retnrn the patient to intensive electroshock treatment and pass him

back to the third stage. On occasion, it has been necessary to repeat this several tinses

and we have done so up to six tunes before we were ultimately able to maintain the pa

tient in a symptom-free state.

Dnring this period of reorganization, we continue checking the patient most assiduously

several times a day fr any evidence of relapse. It cannot be too strongly stressed that if

evidences of relapse are detected literally within a few hours, they can be got rid of

with two or three days of intensive treatment.

At no time do we attempt to carry out depth psychotherapy or indeed any p;yehotherapy

save in the measure which has been described, which is continuous preoccupation and con

cern with the details of the patient's treatment, helping him to reorient himself and en

couraging him. Anything in the way of uncovering psychotherapy we have found to be

positively calamitous.

Vui have also attempted during this period of reorganization to define the extent of his

total amnesia and the extent of his differential amnesia. The term `differential amnesia' is
used to describe the fact that patients will have an amnesia for schizophrenic occurences

but will maintain recollection for other concurrent happenings. Thus, if a patient has had

a sr.itiIirr'iIic s inn tat ` - ,,irs ,iiJ Is 1r,it' tx b tltm iu ii i,i t r- ` cli

have a ttrt:tl aninesia for two years hUrt a differential amnesia extending lid tr the whole

period oF Iris illness, i.e., three years.

`ith respect to total ammiesiis, we try to encourage his family to help him huild a scaf

folding of ii mem rum iries to bridge tl us. Ft mr instance, if a will nan Isas moved into a new house

durin the two or three >`ears lost to her, that fact is giv en lscr. If she huts been on ,t trip,

we tell lter this, If slit' has new iieighrlolcmrs, she is so infururred.

iit'mu the patient is discharged, arramigenlemi ts are m nade for Iris or her return withiio a

wick for another electroshock, and very often the patient goes out on mnuderate doses of

Larcactil. Sooms tIlt' patient goes on one electroshock a nsonth and this rate is cuntintruol fur

two years. During this two-year pt'ri°ul, we customarily find tlsat tire ciunthitlon of thur.' p m-

tient steadily proeresses amid a t cinsiderable proportion If patients show no schizophrenic

symptututattuhii'4> after the first >ear of follow-op therapy.

* The family is warned of the pissilsility of a relapse and thur.' earliest svoiptomsss suggestive

of this are described to them. They are asked to contact their doctor at the Institute within

twenty-fmmr hours at the latest after symptoms have begun to appear. The patient is im

oiedittely hiniiuglst hack to the ambulant services and intensified electroshock treatment i

carried curt till 40 aiuuljiil,iot basis fur several days. On occasion, some of tile leep medica

tion, such as Larcaetil, is reinstituted. The tatieot is rarely reaclmitted.

The treatment procedure has lseen described in some detail, hut the description would

* he ineomplc'te without cmphtsi7.ing that the results of tIle therapy depend a great deal

upon tlse skill witls wlsicls it is carried out. There is some danger of falling into a belief

tlsat since treatment ,ls here described is largely Isy means of plsysical and chemical agents,

the perceptivc'oc'ss. the zeal and tIre clinical wisdons of the p"s clsiatrist play a relatively

small part, that thse process is mechanical.

Notising could he further from the facts. Tlse therapist has to Ise constantly alert to de-

teet tin' various, rapid and often massive changes whuicis take place in tlse patient during

the course of this treatment. He should see the patient several times a day and lie con-

st.rnitiy tin the alert to estimate tise degree of depattcrning wlsich has lseen attaiocd and ti

note the appearanee of any drug idiosyncrasy. He must be well equipped with a variety `f

measures with which to counteract a proneness to relapse. He must keep himself con

stantly aware of his relationships with tlse patient and, in oarticular, thse relationslsips be

tween the patient and the family. There arc no substitutes for the acumen and knowledge

of tlse experienced clinician.

RESULTS

The clinical material consisted of a total of 30 patients-21 females and

9 males. The mean age of the group was 36.1 `ears with the ages ranging

from 20 to 61 years. All except one had on one or more occasions been ad

mitted to the Allan Memorial Institute. The results will be described in terms

of three grades of improvement. Complete recovery describes a patient who

is restored to his best functioning self in the fullest meaning of the term. A

patient who is socially rccoccrcd is one who is full' active socially and in his

vork but who nay have residual subjective disturbances. An improved patient

is one who is not in hospital and is able to meet some of his social and occupa

tional requirements. These categories are essentially as outlined by Alexander"'

table 1.

Our patients were maintained on follow-up for a mean time of 35.2 months,

a range of 22 to 68 months. The mean number of electroshocks given during

this timew41
jtce çNo. 2. readmission

was necessary during follow-up btatment some six mos after regular treat

ment had begun. This patient continued on follow-up ECT after discharge and

went on to make an eventual improved adjustment. Two other cases Nos. 6

and 17 were readmitted 5 months and 13 months respectively after they

had broken off treatment. Case No. 17 is demonstrated in figure 1 as are

I
I

I

I

I

A,
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Pvc. .drn.

vt.ntive lor After

I'iev. Pry. EST EST l'rrventive Status

No.

1

Name

C. A.

Sex

F

Age

24

Diagnosis

rc1ui..C;ut.

Aunt.

1

EST

0

nuo.l

26

No.

40

EST

1

January 11161

Suuot Itirovery

2 0. A. V :2 Sehz.-UnI. 1 o 42 31 1 Intiutoveul

3 11. A. :uI :0 Schh.-Uoul. t 0 is 7 0 Improved

4 31. ii. F 34 Schz.-Aff. 0 0 43 13 0 Inpov

5 1; Ii. 31 27 Schiz.-Untl. 3 0 :10 103 0 Improved

6 V. 0. 31 20 Srhiz.-I'ar. 1 1 26 75 I In iItsiuital

7 31. B. F 2t1 Schix.-Par. 2 1 22 53 0 muproved
8 31. C. F 36 Schia-Par. 1 0 GS 114 0 Improved

9 A. C. 31 35 Schi:.-Cat. 2 1 36 ItO 0 Improved

10 F. 0. F' 36 Schiz.-Par. 2 0 42 101 0 Improved

ii It. E. F 36 Scltiz..Cat. 2 1 58 73 0 Social Ittcovr.y

12 A. F. F 32 Sehiz.-Und. 1 0 24 ;3 ft Social ltvtovery

13 E. F. 31 36 SrM:.-i'ar. 1 1 26 23 0 Tm proved

14 H. 0. F 65 £chz.-Par. 1 0 44 45 0 lfltl'tOfl.91

15 H. S. 31 47 Sc}tit.-Par. 1 0 24 60 0 Tntpan cul

16 W. L. 31 48 Sehiz.-Par. 4 0 68 65 0 Social ltrroverv

17 31. 31. F 42 Schiz.-Par. 3 7 32 150 1 Social Recovery

IS V. 31. F 42 Schiz.-Par. 1 0 44 83 0 Social Recovery

10 1. 31. F 50 Schiz.-A1T. 2 1 37 05 0 Social Recovery

20 35. 31. F 21 Schi:. Simple 2 0 26 411 0 improved

21 C. 0. F 33 Schic-Par. 1 0 23 48 0 Complete Re

coven

22 5. P. F 27 Schfz.-Par. 1 0 25 52 0 Serial Recovery

23 0. P. F 25 Schiz.-1Ind. 1 0 24 53 0 Improved

24 T. R. F 42 Schz..Par. 2 3 29 64 0 Improved

25 3. 5. 31 54 Schiz.-ljnul. 3 3 42 51 0 Social Recovery

26 A. 5. F 20 Sche.-Und. 1 0 24 30 0 Improved

27 It. T. 31 30 Par. State 1 0 24 44 0 Improved

25 M. T. F 42 Schic-Par. 2 2 26 40 0 Improved

29 A. IV. F 23 Schz.-I'ar. 1 0 23 .53 0 Improved

30 V. IV. F 54 Schic-Par. 1 0 42 18 0 Improved

several other representative cases. The improvement grade distribution of

cases at that time is seen in table 2 and, for a comparison of readmission rates,

see table 3.

Of the Cases shown, four patients are still on regular maintenance electro

shock therapy and four out of the thirty failed to continue to .keep their

appointments for follow-up treatment.

We were interested to determine whether the duration of treatment or the

intensity of treatment bore any relation to the diagnostic category. A compari

son between the paranoid sub-group and all other categories is presented in

table 4.

In treating patients with a high number cf electroshocks over an extended

period of time, the question of organic defect and/or deterioration presents

itself. We suggest that it may he possible to evaluate this factor by employing

psychological tests. As a preliminary trial, we have re-tested several of our

cases after a period of follow-up ECT treatment and we have tabulated these

findings in table 5. The material presented does not indicate that long-term

ECT is associated with organic defect and/or deterioration to any demonstrable

degree.

DiscussioN

Table 2.Dis!ributiOll of improrcnscimt

__________

-- Tmproventent Graule
No. Ces

m.d
19

Si 1*1.11 1ICLIJVLrY
9

Cuuiiiplrlv flect uVt1
1

1
hi I1tI.1iI.L1

lt>t,tl
30

Table 3.-Comparison of Rcacl,nissuiou Rates

Control Groop Prevenlt t VST

1 N = 314 Iroop i N ut I

1150-iPSO I tus;_uPu

firathuissiuni Rates

Seltizopliruitics. A.MI. 31.5 1I

Efficiency

itli regard to efficiency. the first question to ask is "Does it itcCIlnplisll

VlItlt is iiiteiidtdf The answer is c1uite definitely `Yes. It has resulted in a

cusideralle increase in efficiency over the method of multiple shock therapy

as introduced by l3ini and tIilligan and modified by subsequent workers. It

represels ts. mureover, a iuitt±'tvortllv ad VaIl cc over i nsulin treatmen t and lIver

the chemical therapies. :bove all things. the readrnissicn rate is greatly

reduced. At the szune time, V@ must point to the fact that it calls for a most

collsiderable expenditure in time and effort ll1Ll it requires the developuseilt f

a
tealil of tvurkers who are highly skilled.

Vith
regard to the ctrhn.eztal side effects, the sisest serious is of course

the period of complete .mncsi.

`jtls reference to tlse mechanism, our findings indicate that this method is

most effective where amnesia is vell established and, in partieular where

there is a differential amnesia for the total period of illness. However, quite

clearly, ve have all seen nianv cases of schizophrenia where good results

f have been obtained and where there is full or considerable recollection by the

individual of his previous schizophrenic behaviour. Hence ve must say that

while amnesia seems to be an important if not essential part of the recovery

process as achieved by this method of treatment, it is by no means the only

t
way in which recoven' takes place.

.f Turning to the mechanism of the amnesia itself, we note first the existence

cf a complete and of a differential amnesia. As a working hypothesis to ex

t plain the curious phenomenon of the differential amnesia, ve have considered

that while recencv undoubtedly plays an important part in the determ5pation

: of the extent of complete amnesia, another hypothesis niust be advanced to

I explain the differential amnesia.

In an earlier communication Cameron57 ,
we have sugosted that recoL

0.

Icclia II 18113

Our treatment technique is discussed under three headings: 1 efficiency,
0 `t rnnrlunniern fl `I nvi-mnicinr, n1 t-nnwlrrlrrn
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iIiL, z tu ut t1.i. C,L,t.'t. ILL ,LLL!.. Li &1i11. iiiptt:iiithtloi, vOIlltl iutt reappear.

..;liitck oid his e -t]'kels' reported 10 J11 lttitidnt.l cLI.Se5 in which thic'v

had. used tlirc.'e grand inal convulsions daily with the number of treatimuents

var lug from seventeen to sixtv-fiveL time average liemmug tiuir1v-foumr. Niumetv-

three of the cases were sent mime hut tvcmutv-two rel;tpset[ iii three weeks tO

seven months after discharge.

eil aWn lois tered seven ci ectrtsh n :ck t reatinen ts a day, nit s tL ted dint

time treatment had no lasting lwmmeficiath effect en the eighteen cases treated.

Rothschild and his co_vorkershi reported the treatment of fifty-two schizo

phremc patients, twenty-two of whom were unimproved and thuirteeti of `vhoni

were out of the hospital for periods ranging from three to twelve months.

Seven years ago we decided to develop the potentialities of this proItmre.

At that time `xe already had extensive experience with two other therapeutic

procedures-continuous sleep as introduced by KlaesiT and modified 1w

Azima and preventive shock therapy as described by Geohegan and Steven

son_u Ve had already found that prolonged sleep produces confusion; thus ve

decided to administer intensive electroshock therapy to our patients in con

tinuous sleep in order to expedite the development of the required brain svn

drome and also, as a means of controlling excitement and anxiety.

From the Geohegan and Stevenson teclmique we had learned a great deal

about the prevention of relapse 1w monthly electroshock therapy carried on

for several s-ears. For tills reason we decided to have our patients-on termina

tion of the acute part of their treatment-put on a two-year follow-up lLW

during which they would receive one electroshock a month on an ambulant

basis. From 0111 experience with this technique, we had also learned the dc

sirahihtv of terminating electroshock slowly and not abruptly as cliii some of

the earlier ;vorkers.

Since therc was a considerable variation in the degree of disorientation which

other investigators had attempted to achieve, we devoted attention to devis

ing a scale which would determine when a satisfactory level of ciepatterning

had appeared. Kenn!thandAnceli described their patients as being brought

to the level of 4-year-old children. Rothsc iild and is co-wor cers1" referred

to cThlTh5Ft eir organical disganized patients as being unable to swallow

but able to suck fluid from a feeding bottle. Glueckt' reported that his patients

were like helpless infants. They were incontinent in bladder and bowel and

required spoon feeding as well as tube feeding. There was a considerable

increase in spastic rigidity and the abnormal reflexes of Babinski and Hoff

man-and sometimes ankle clonus-were present as well. A grasp reflex oc

casionallv suggested evidence of a frontal lobe svndrome

Bause of these descriptions of behavior reminiscent of early childhood, ,ve

decided to see whether the phenomena could be described in terms of the

early development of stages of behavior as described by Gesell.'2

We soon discovered that this was quite impossible. The disturbance of be

havior is anything but orderly. The patient may show incontinence and vet be

able to use quite an advanced vocabulary, and difficulties in motor move

ments go hand in hand with the preservation of a second language learned

at the age of 12.

Hence we decided to abandon the whole concept of regression, convinced

flint brrr nc inrlnnrl nlcnn'lini-n 4f nnrrnc frnnlirnffnnc mr lipvnnrl fur. fnrfc

l'rolt
ouged reviev of lime data limougi it out tle fact that disturbance of the

j mneum;r is the central phienonienun and ve titerehire attemnptt'dl to set up a

ScLde based on the degree of disturbance of the niemoriLd finuction. The ills

turbance is sd massive and pervasive that it cannot well be described in teriums

of existing tests and can only he measuredl in degree if one sets tip large

categories of disturbance as the basis of one's scale. For this reason, e de

cided upon a scale based In degrees of disturbance in the iimdi iduals space-

time image. This we have found satisfactory for our purposes. namely, to en

sure that each patient is brought approximately to the same desired level of

disorgamnzation.

In the first stage of disturbance of tile space-time image. there are miarked

memory deficits lmt it is possible for the individual to maintain a space-tune

image. In other words, he knows where lie is, how long lie has lieeiu there and

how he got there. In the second stage. the patient has lost his space-tune

image, hut clearly feels that there shonld be one. 1-Ic feels anxious and con

cerned because he cannot tell where lie is and how he got there. In the third

stage. there is not only a loss of the space-time image but loss of all feeling

that should be present. During this stage the patient may show a variety

cf other phenomena. such as loss cf a second language or all knowledge of his

marital status. In more advanced forms, he may be unable to walk without

j support. to feed himself, and he may show double incontinence. At this stage

all schizophrenic syniptomatnlog is absent. 1-us communications are brief

and rarel' spontaneous. his replies to questions are in no way conditioned by

.

recollections of the past or 1w anticipations of the future. Heis colnpletely free

from all emotional disturbance save for a custoniary miltl euphoria. He lives,

as it were. in a very narrow segment of time anti space. All aspects of his

memorial function are severely disturbed. He cannot well record what is

going on around him. He cannot retrieve data from the past. Recognition or cue

I memory is seriously interfered with anti his retention span is extreniely limited.

These steps we have termed the three stages of "depatterning" Cameron.

As the patient emerges from the treatment, lie passes through these three

stages in reverse.
PBOCEDLRE -

The treatnient is preceled hy an exteosive work-up in whicti oat only are all the clinical

cl,uta On his case assenilled. lmt they also ate collected through the Social Service Depart

ment regarding his lionu' and work 5ituation. The social worker has the repIn5ibilit

sometimes reinforced by the physician-Of advising the family of the treatment procedure

and of the fact that lie vill have a considerable memory blank when he reeo ers; that

lie should not he visited during the actual period of treatment, The work-up also includes

pswholoLzical testing,
ectrophysiologied examinations, biochemical, serologicat and roll-

titue and urine checks.

Unless there arc contra_indlications, such as a pulmonary or a cardiovascular state, the

patient is then started on continuous sleep with a ree_timnes-a-day waking period. This

method of treatment requires careful supt' rvision. Three bar1 i torat es, namely. Veronal,

Seconal and Nenihutal, are used together with Largactil as the basis of the therapy. The

patient is awakened thrice daily for toilet and meals. The nursing care requires that particu

lar attention should le given to the skin and to posturing and, where necessary, to respira

tory exercise vith earbogen. Ve have found that with sleep, restlessness and anxiety can

be much better controlled and also have found it is usually necessary to give fewer

electroshocks. Sleep is the initial step to ensure that the patient is drowsy and under con

trol before intensive shocc therapy is started. This is usually administered ahout three
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Stave I een under treat went for a prolonged period of time and wI to have not

sliouti any scliizopliren ic svnptomauilogv for six months or a year will often

reveal quite astonislinig evidence of sclnzopl trenic disorder. ihe ciiyician is

then faced uith the fact that tlit' procedures reveal little or no evidence of

schizophrenia. whereas the tests show schizophrenia to he preseiit in almost

LS great it degree as previous!. In order to reconcile these apparemitlv in

colnpatille findings. we have conic to consider the possiiilitv that the assets

of the nidividnals personality are in surplus just as is the case with the liver

or kidneys. Ve dl know these organs to be more extensive in aniount than

actually required for everyday living so that an individual can get along

without Part of his liver or without one of his kidneys. 1-us kidney function,

fur example, can he reorganized on the basis of nne kidney. Ve have come to

feel that the same may be trite of his personality-that parts may be damaged

[[111 pitt out of circulation, as it were, and the surplus capacities which he has

can then take over. However, this ne' organization can he disturbed and, in

particular. can be disturbed 1w emotional stress.

This theory is in line with something which is a matter of common observa

tion, namely, that individuals with hearing deficits, for which they have

compensated, will show an apparent increase in hearing loss when eniotionallv

cjisturhed, and tile hearing loss then reduces again to its original level when

the emotional disturbance has Pae This is also true of visual defects and

others as well. Hence we are inclined to think that most of these relapses are

;tcttiall' a breakdown in organization and are not clue to a lighting up of the

schizophrenia. And it is for this reason that most of the relapses are quite easily

stOped when sufficient electroshock is given to break up the emotional dis

turbance.

2. Another matter which this method of treatment brings into the foreground

is the curious phenomenon of the difference in duration between- anterogradc

and postcrograde amnesia. Anterograde amnesia usually extends for about ten

days to two weeks after the rate of elctrosliock has been diminished and the

patients begin to record clearly the events of the day once more. Posterograde

amnesia, however, may extend from six months to three or four years back

from this time.

In trying to understand this phenomenon, it would appear that the essential

element to grasp is the obvious fact that the acute and intense brain response

to electroshock therapy which is the cause of tile amnesia can only act upon

events which are occurring contemporaneously. Therefore the first conclusion

that one mist reach is that this acute and intense brain reaction continues for

ten days to two weeks after the rate of electroshock therapy is reduced and

the patient once more begins to record, as is shown by his day-to-day dis

cussions.

It is interesting to note that the more intense the brain reaction, the longer

the period of posterograde amnesia. However, there is a limit, and we very

rarely see posterograde amnesia for longer than three to four years duration;

but with a relatively limited brain reaction to the electroshock, the amnesia

may extend only for a period of six months. The question now comes up in

regard to what process is going on contemporaneously which could be inter-

fered vitlt l ti us acute 1 iraiti reaction wInch lasts throughout the period of

3 intensive electroshock thmcrap and for a week or ten das beyond it?

The most olwious process to propose is that of incorporation. it is certainly

not the matter ol primmminy registrationS since one can readily test the fact that

diurit ig the greater part of the intensive electroshock therapy, the patient is

well able to register at least for brief periods, lie will remember w1 tat oil

say to him and repeat it hack a few minutes later. For ujiiite a long time lie

will remember people until he etiti.'rs the third stage of depatterm dug.

3 And it is almost iniptissille to think that this posterograde amnesia eoohil

he dime to a defect in the retrieval mechanism since one would ha' e to pottt;

late that this vnimld operate with respect to :dh recullectiomis and not simply

those within a limited pet'°1 of time.

Vliat incorporation consists in is still very much unknown. it is suggested

j
Fhat it probably does consist in the formation of cross connections between

memories through rumination and through repeated activation. Ve arc' aware

of the fact that the astlv greater number of things that we register seem to

be lost forever and it is only those things which are emotionally endnwed or

arc' repeatedly used which tend to he remembered. Hence it may be that the

events of the last several years are not sufficiently worked through to be

pernianeutly incorporated and hence are vulnerable to the acute and intense

hrain disturbance.

Another
suggestion vhIiell is put forward with considerable reserve is that it

may he that events c f a particular kind are laid down ill a 1iartieidar part if

the brain and then with the passage CT F time and on the basis of muiltiple

inter-relations with other events brouizlit about by ruminatinn and reflection,

close connectioiis may be estahhishei in a variety of areas of the brain.

If we then go on to postulate what seems to be the ease from animal cx-

I perimentatioii that electroshock affects in a cone-shaped manner the area

which immediately underlies tile electrodes, then this may serve to explain

why the more recently laid down memories are most vulnerable.

3. Finally, from our experience with this method, there arises an interesting

3 suggestion with respect to the working model that we have of schizophrenia.

Whether we say so explicitly or not, most of us have a working model of

schizophrenia which resembles that of cancer; nanleiv, that it is a progressive

ch'siisfl' endintr up in disaster, but with periods of pi6essionan'

periods of relative inactivity an , i `e cancer, with a few exceptional cases

in which the disease arrests spontaneously. However, in viex' of what has been

suggested about relapses and in viev of the curious phenomenon to which

reference is being made of the appearance of clinical health contemperaneOu'

I with psychological findings indicating the presence of schizophrenic damage,

one wonders whether for most kinds of scbizophrenia at least, a better work

ing model would not be one like policmvehitis-a disease with a ver' acute

phase followed by long-lasting sequelae which may lecOme progrcssi'ely

worse if not treated. If this working model is correct, we can then see the

value of depatterning as a means of bringing the process to an end and also

breaking up the sequeiae. It would also underscore something which has

been vell emphasized for a long time, namely, the great urgency of early

recognition of this serious illness.
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DRUGS TESTED BY CIA.

`I

ON MENTAL PAIJENIS
Continued From Page Al

documents, however, have been heavily
edited and do apt contain the names of
people involved in the medical or drug

research *or the institutions at which it

was performed.
Mm. Stansfield Turner, the Director

of Central Intelligence, will appear before

Joint meetin gof the Senate Select Com

mittee on Intelligence and the Senate

Health subcommittee tomorrow to give

information about. the agency's behavior

control research.
He is expected to disclose that the

C.I.A. paid for a knockout drug to be

tested on terminal cancer patients and

to report on an "improper" payment for

- research.

The Times obtained a 1959 financial
report of the Society for the Investination

of Human Ecology Inc., which indicates

that the society paid Dr. D. Ewen Camer

on $18,405 in 1958 to conduct studies

that included testing three highly potent

drugs on the patients of the Allan Memo

rial Institute of Psychiatry at McGill Uni

versity in Montreal.

Drugs That Were Used

The drugs were thorazine, LSD and ser

nyl. Thorazine is still marketed as a

powerful tranquilizer, but sernyl has been

withdrawn `from the market for human

consumption and is used only as an im

/mobilizing agent for primates.

The society was set up in 1955, accord

ing to a former director, to provide a

vehicle for the C.I.A. to finance a study

on brainwashing. During the next 10

years it supported a wide range of medi

cal research programs and psychological

studies around the United States and in

Canada.
One former official, James L. Monroe,

said in an interview that only about 25

to 30 percent of the society's $1 million

to $1.5 million annual budget came from

the C.I.A. But Dr. Lawrence B. Hinkle,

a former director, said that he believed

most of the support had been from the

agency.
The C.I.A. used both the society and

the Geschikter Foundation for Medical

Research, based here, to supply money

to private universities and medical re

search facilities.

I DRa6SESTED BY C.IA 2t' `,

ON MENTAL PATIENTS
.J: cfcn /11.

Documenth Disclose Use kn `58 of

LSD in Canadian Hospita

*By NICHOLAS M. HORROCK

* Specie! to The New York Times

WASHINGTON, Aug. 2-Mental pa
tients at a Canadian hospital were given

powerful tranquilizers and LSD in a 1958

experiment supported by a foundation

,that secretly dispensed money for the

Central Intelligence Agency, medical fi
nancing records disclosed today.

The disclosure became one more ele

ment in a growing picture of the C.I.A.'s

25-year attempt to learn how to control
the human mind.

A survey of 2,000 C.I.A. documents and
interviews with scientists, medical re
searchers and intelligence officers has
shown in detail how the agency used pri
`vate medical research foundations as con

duits for a $25 million progmn,i designed
to develop drugs or techniques that could
control hunjan behavior.

5,000 More Documents

Under the Freedom of Information Act,
The New York Times obtained today 415
additional pages of C.I.A. documents per
taming to drug experimentation and
behavior control research. The new pool
of information disclosed the following:
§The C.I.A. arranged for 12 volunteers

to be hypnotized in a hotel room to
"demonstrate" to covert-operations ex
perts how hypnosis could help espionage
agents remember details that their con
cious minds might have discarded.

qth 1954, the C.I.A. hoped to use its
"basic data" ott "LSD and related materi
als" to devise operational techniques to
disturb the memory, to discredit people
through aberrant behavior, to alter sex
patterns, to elicit information and to
create emotional dependence.

qme C.I.A. employed a magician to
help explain what one former C.I.A. ol'fi
cial said were matters "they couldn't ex
plain."
The C.I.A. is expected to make public

ovei' the, next two weeks some 5,000
newly discovered documents pertaining

to its behavior control programs. The

Continued on Page 9, Column -l
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: , TREATMENT OF TilE CHRONIC and as carried out by ourselves for the last ten

I :: *1; PARANOID SCHIZOPI-IRENIC years. The second basis has been our observations

.
..i1i PATIIENT°

of the disorganizing effects of emotional stress

:
: 1k'

and the restoration of function once the disorganiz

, 7 : ft .
D. EVEN CAMERON, M.D. and ing stress has been removed:'

ii S. K. PANDE, M.1. Montreal

;t :
CASE MATErnAL

:* * .
TilE TIIEXI'MEN'l' Of chronic paranoid schizophrenia The 1atiellt group in which tim effects of this

. I H litis long been considered one of the niost diflicult form o therapy was studied consisted of 26 pant-

ii 1 t tsks for i: .hi itt Ists 11011 scluzophicnic v itients Of these, 16 Ii slio H

1' w7i u c P1 nting i method of trettrnent w hich symptoms tot rnoi th i hs o yc ifs Tiu.. nm tiiiing

t.. . i ,e have found to be nore successful than an' 10 had shown symptoms br 1es than two ears

`!: hitherto reported. `and were diagnosed as suffering fronl acute para-

`i, This niethod consists essentially in the use of noid schizophrenic breakdown. They were incitaled

. . `1 prolonged steep, lasting 30 to GO days, corninneci for the P1lP05C5 of comparison. Of the QG jatients,

t !
: with intensive electroshock therLlpV. This jt'riol five were men and 21 were women. The age

I , . : of freatment is then followed by a stage of re- spread was from 17

.r : habilitation and follow-up therapy on an aiiibulant All 1LItiCHtS Were examined extensively before

ì. .
basis. This latter is carried on Over a two-'eal. treatment. Clinical, 1iocbemieal, psychological arid

.
I period. eleetrophysiological examinations were carried out.

,
: , In acklition the family structure and the general

, `.

j OJASEIW:TIONAL l3Asis FOR TREATMENT soeio-economic background from which the patttit

I .
t

1. During the last 20 years we have found came was investigated tllrougll the social SerViCC

rc .
.

frequent occasion to verify Sakel's1 original obser- clepartnwnt. The diagnosis was made on the basis

S *
VEttOl1 that a prolonged ail severe so-called of the accumulated data and as established in

I : * , 1 *
irreversible coma might have favotirahle effects joint discussions of the whole clinical team.

j ; ,
in schizolllreilic Iatielits who had hitherto failed After the conclusion of treatment, routine cx-

, to respoiki to an' other forol of treatment. Ve ttminations . described above `ere repeated. flue

`

i. : have considered that the frequently severe altiiotiglt cliILiea team again assessed the degree of recovery

JI-, , : 1. traisiciit clistUllXtllce of brain function s'liicl1 had been achieved, and at the sanie tinle

117: . i I 1Orttlnt__facur in the favotlrtllle resu' plans vere niacle for follov-up and relialnlitation

[ .

vork vith each patient.

I 11
t,t *;i ` The sleep technique employed is that relorted

;..j
by Azinia.2 The objective of this technique iS to

i; `. :F r lit recent years since we re-introduced the produce a prolonged sleeping state resembling the

;``ticj j iise of prolonged sleep with the assistance of normal is closely as possible. The patient sleeps an

Ii ? * : ehlorproinazine Largactil 2 we observed that average of 20 to 22 hours a day ILHd is wakened

:! ; seluzojlrellie patients responded well to this form three times a day for nieals and toilet. The drugs

içij ` of treatrneiit. Our first attempts to use this treat- used are chlorpromazine Largactil and a corn-

ment were with very excited schizophrenic patients bination of three barbiturates: secolarlital See

* who could not otherwise be managed in au open onal is chosen as a short-acting barbiturate,

hospital. pentobarbital Nembutal as one of intermediate

tj 3. Our third observation was that where coma duration and phenobarbital or barbital Veronal

* insulin and electroshock were combined in the as a long-acting drug. Solid food is given during

treatment of_pticulaHv difficult schizophrenic the first week and from then On semi-solid foods,

_pgjntsve got good results, the minimum caloric intake is 1500 per lay and the

¶ Thus it was decided to explore the possibility minimum amount of fluid 2000 c.c. The patients

:]ii i of using prolonged sleep combined with electro- are given extra vitamin B and C parenterally.

shock therapy; within a few months it became Posturing of the patients by tile nurses is carried

*
apparent that the best results were obtained `here out every two hours and carbogen is administered

there was an extensive breakup of the behavioural if the respirations become shallow. Five units of

I * patterns consequent upon a transient disturbance globin-ziuc insulin are given half an hour before

I of brain function. each meal. The sleep is induced gradually and is

V?fl r; The observational basis for the two-year am- also terminated gradually. At the end of 10 days,

bulant follow-up vas derived from our observations at which time sleep has been established, electro

*
of the use of a five-year follow-up period in patients shock is commenced,

suffering from recurrent manic depressive attacks as The objective of the electroshock therapy is to

`. ; : originally suggested by Ceoghegan and Steveiison produce id combination with sleep a condition

* of confusion which we term complete 4ztttcriijg.

Department of Psychiatry. MeGhli iTniversity For ppos of identification .we recognize three
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,J çmnI" A J...Ji1I1LL .4...gdually
!tvering from the period of helplessness en
ei id ered 1w ii is prolot iged sleep and electroshock
therapy. lliis relatiOIlslli1 constitutes a fixed point
of strength and support for a patient and is con
tinued throtiglioti t the whole two years, care
being exercised to see that, as far as po5511le,
the same therapist is available to the iatient. it
`s important to underscore the fact that the thera-
ist brings to his work not only knowledge and
`kill hut also attitudes. Ve are increasingly
mpressed with the fact that the attitudes of the
:hierapist are crucial for the outcome. In dealing
vi Eli the long-term schizoplirettic patient the
therapist must have great persistence. lie cannot
afford to give tip easily, lie must coiitinuallv focus
his attention am 11 that of his stall and the patient
on the gains which have been made, even though
for a time they should be small

During this period of stabilization and preven
tion outside the hospital, the patient ordinarily
works. Sonic of our patients have married and
have had children. Some have showm i relapses.

iere evidence of relapse is reported to us, the
patient is treated again within a few hours or at
the most within two days by intensive electroshock
therapy on an ambulant basis. We have amm in'range-
ment with a nursing organization iii the city by

which all our anlltdammt schizophrenic patien ts are
visited once a week, and their relatives or land
ladies are instructed to get in imnmediate touch
with this nursim ig organization if there is any evi
dence of a relapse. This may take the form of
moodiness, of sleeplessness, of lack of interest, of
impairment of appetite, or of the appearance of
thinking diHioulties or beginning delusional ideas.
We have found that where this happens we are
always able to terminate the relapse within two
or three clays and often within 24 hours by
intensive electroshock therapy. In the last two years

we have only rarely had to readmit a patient.

RESULTS

It is proposed to report the results of the two

groups of paranoid schizophrenic patients separ

ately, nathely, those patients having symptoms of

more than two years' duration and those patients

having symptoms of less than two years' duration.

Vith regard to the first group, which is coin

priseci of 16 patients, the initial results were

favourable in that all patients could be discharged

home save for one patient who left against advice

and has been readnfitted for further treatnwnt.

The follow-u results of those discharged were
good except in five patients, two of whom refused

follow-up care, developing paranoid reactinns of

such fixity that we could not persuade them to

continne. They were nonetheless able to remain

outside the hospital. Two others had to be read

mitted for further treatment and were later dis

charged again and have done well. One other had

Canrol. .1. A. .1.
Jaii. ifl, 1 `J;,H, vol. S

to be readniitted anti as indicated above is still
tinder treatment, A number of others have had
minor relapses but could be managed on an anibu-
hint basis. Out of all the patients now discharged,
paranoid trends were apparent only in the two
patients mentioned above as having refused further
treatment and in the one patiemit s'hmo had treatment
in hospital subsequent to reacimission. Ti should,
however, be pointed out at the siirne time that
although most of them are able to lead `ictive lives
as housewives and also in other occimpatiñjis on the
outside, some £yicie.ncu_o,çhizoplirenic damage
can be seen in the majority of iiThriiiiT
patients. This takes the form of some blumitiiig of
affect, some loss of drive relative tothiarmhloWil
in earlier years - --

`l'A1LI' l,'-lIEsITmJi's IN `VILE TRIiATMEN'i' II' PAmi.t!'UIm,
Srmmizopimni.:xic PvrIErrr.i `i'i'ii Syxrm'q'uns iii' Ovmmi `l'vo

J
trmL'rIoN

Number ol patiem its ., in
Mmmiii wi diseliargeil i
?immolwm ii'tLilmlmitteI 3
Nitmn hem' me-i lisehmaiged 2
Numimber still iii hmosiiiuml

mmiii hem mtiiisii ig follow-up treatmnetmt limit still ttiilllilami t 2

Those imi the grom.mp with symptoms of less than
two years' duration have all beemi discharged amid
the results are also good, indeed more favourable
than imi tlmose with symptoms of over two years'
,duratiomi. None of themn have had to he readmnitted.

Occasional relapses have been seen but these have

been managed qimite successfully omi an ambulant

basis. The evidence of `lasting

age imi the form of blunting of affect, or reduction

-j-1ctlriy and initiative, is rarely lppa1n'mit imi this

group of short-termii paranoid cases.

7FABH" II.-Rmcsuurs IN TIrE `l'IIHA'm'MEN'm' OF PAmmArcomi,

Seimmzom'immjExrc Rvm'msx'rs Vrrmi Snmr"roims OF LEss `l'ii;x
`1'vti Vmns' lirmu.'rmux

Number of imatients
Nuniber tisehamged
Number readmuitted

DiscussioN

10
10

0

Earlier in this paper we presemitecl the observa

tiomial basis for the development of this technique.

We now wish to presemit the theoretic basis. Our

working theories or premises are three in mmmiiber:

1. That schizophrenia. represents a biological

process which can be arrested but which tends,

particularly when of any intensity or duration, to

leave behind permanent damage.

2. That recovery consists primarily in: a

haltimig the process, and b a reorganization of

the individual vhieh results in a short-circuiting or

inactivation of tIme damaged area but which does

not result in an abolition cif the established damage.

3. a considerable proportiomi of schizo-

phrenie relapses, though certainly not all, constitute

not a reactivation of tIme lI'oettss but a breakdown
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The Depanerning Treatnient of Schizophrenia

D. EwEN CAMERON, M.D., J. C. LOURENZ, M.D.,

AND K. A. FIANUcocK, M.B., Cu.B.

flHE DEVELOPMENT of a successful method of treatment of schizophre

j nia has become imperative because of the ongoing revolution in psychiatric

hospitalization. From this revolution, the psychiatric divisions of general hospi

tais are emerging as the primary places for the diagnosis and care of the mental

lv sick. Hence the necessity for a method of treatment of schizophrenia which

can be effectively carried out within these short-stay hospitals.

Over the last thirty years a number of methods of treating schizophrenia

have been introduced-insulin ccma, chemotherapy and others-which have

had a demonstrable measure of success, but their degree of effectiveness ha

left much to be desired. The fall far short of what must be a basic require

ment, namely, that when tlìe patient is discharged from the psvchiatric division

of a general hospital, he must either be well or, if not, then well enough to go

on ambulant service for further follow-up treatment.

Extensive experience with the successes and failures of coma insulin treat-

ment of schizophrenia-with various psychotherapeutic procedures and later

with a number of forms of chemotherapy-led us at tile Allan s!emoria1 In

stitute to set up plans to seek for a more powerful and a more flexible method

of treatment.

A survey of the existing literature showed that of the multiplicity of methods

of treatment, massive electroshock seemed promising. It produced initial

favorable results in a high percentage of cases but there was also, unfortunately,

a considerable relapse rate. This method of treatment was apparently intro

duced by Bini' and In' Milligan? In both instances, it was at first used to treat

chronic psychoneurotic patients. The method w'as transferred to the treatment

of schizophrenia by Kennedy and AncelP who appear to have been responsible

for the misleading designation of "rgzssne.shockifttrapy_

In its original form, the method consisted essentially of the administration of

hvo to four electroshocks daily to tile point where the patient developed an

organic brain syndrome with acute confusion, disorientation and interference

with his learned habits of eating and bladder and bowel control. While in

this condition, his schizophrenic symptoms disappeared. On cessation of electro

shock-usually after the patient had been given about thirty treatments-re

organization would set in. The organic symptoms would recede quite rapidly

This paper was dclivcrcd by Dr. Cameron as a 1lcudstey Bequest Lccture, London,

February. 1962.



lit. i1LC .1 i... his lit-

illi es gi'. lug U e p.ttit11t till cud i occasion six ilccttitsltocks-tlte elcctric;d 111111 tlses jul..

lit'.'. lug tacIt oilier with such ralidity tlt.it the clonic tiltast' cities hut lecottle cstul tlil ted

until the end of the sixth electncal impulse.

The patient passes into the first stage of depatteruing about the lifth day ol eheetro-

shock treatiiieot and into the second stage stiioewltere between the tetitli and tweutie

tLv of treatiiieitt. P.ttittits. however, varV considerably in lie aintit tnt of electroshock and

sleep :tecessarv to 1 irnig tlutit into the third stage-the average living lietwieti thirty

and forty electroshock treatotents, with sonic requiring lifty or sixty and a cry few en

tirely failing to reach the third stage of depatterning.

Once thic' third stage is reached, the patient is kept at this level for altttit a week hI>

reducing the frequency iii electroshock to utile a day Void dropping front multiple to single

sloicks. We then begin to bring the patient out gradually by reducing electroshock to

tile shock three times a week-then to twice a week and so on as the case demands. At

the time of his leaving tIle hospital, electroshock should be down to one per week.

It is most ittiportant nut to siup electroshock treatment abruptly, otherwise relapse is

very frequent. One should ..dso grasp the essential fact that the period ui reorgaiuizatitin is

a period of considerable delicacy. The patient should he supported and reassured. He

should constantly he given some incentive to reorganize himself and he should 10 pro

tected against entotional disturbance, such as visits from relatives or tensions iii the treat -

inent room.

Earlier it was stated that the patient passes hack through tile sanie three stages of

di patterning which ha'. e been described, During this reorganization perintl, while in the

second stage and in particular when the patient is passing hack from the second stage tn

the first stage tin his way to recovery, there may be a Period of turbulence. The patient

becomes anxinns, restless, anti gunistic and may become delusional. Earlier in our cx-

pt rienee, we described these occurrences almost uniformly as evidences of relapse and

increased the frequency of elec'trnsbnck-putting tIle patient hack into the third stage ag.uin.

Utiiiiatelv, however, we have come to realize that these phases which we have termed

periods Of turbulence are states of anxiety occasioned by the transition from a phase

in which the patient feels nit necessity to maintain a space-time image to the stage where

hi' feels a strong urge to recreate his space-time image but is not yet able to do so. For the

last several years we have controlled this anxiety by means of heavy doses of Largactil up

ii mug. 600-lOGO per clay and sodium amytal.

Still more recently, however, we have had an opportunity to work with a new mono

online oxidase inhibitor-R04-lO,33-which has proved remarkably effective in quite

small closes in curtailing this type of organic anxiety. It is necessary to curtail this, since

otherwise the patient may become seriously disturbed anti there may take place an actual

return of his schizophrenic symptomatniogy.

In a certain proportion of cases rather less than 30 per cent, one does see a recurrence

of the schizophrenic symptomatologv as the organic syndrome subsides. When this hap

pens, we habitually return the patient to intensive electroshock treatment anti pass him

back to the third stage. On occasion, it has been necessary to repeat this several times-

and we have done so up to six times before we were ultimately able to maintain the pa

tient in a symptom-free state.

During this perind of reorganization, we continue checking the patient most assiduously

several times a day f any evidence of relapse. It cannot be too strongly stressed that if

evidences of relapse are detected literally within a few hours, they can be got rid of

with two or three days of intensive treatment.

At no time do we attempt to carry out depth psychotherapy or indeed any pyehothierapy

save in the measure which has been described, which is continuous preoccupation and con

cern with the details of the patient's treatment, helping him to reorient himself and en

eonraging him. Anything in the way of uncovering psychotherapy we have found to be

positively calamitous.

We have also attempted during this period of reorganization to define the extent of his

total amnesia and the extent of his differential amnesia, The term `differential amnesia' is

used to describe the fact that patients will luave an amnesia for schizophrenic oeeurences

but will maintain recollection for other concurrent happenings. Thus, if a patient has had

.1

selti. t1,iiit'itL 1;l.h 55 itr liii :` .tr ms Irtattut ii tlims tiidt&' U' ui.ty `.1 ry

hum'. e a hmtai anmnd'.ia fttr two viars hint a chifferemitial amunesia extemidiog iivtr the whole

pdriti of his illness, i.e., three tars.

`itli respect to ttttah animmesia, we try ttt encourage his family to help him butild a seaf-

ftlciing utf inetmutries tim Imriclgt' tltis. Ftmr imustaimet', if a womiian has moved iuo a new hminisc'

thiriosz the two or three years lost tum hter, that fact is given her. If she has been ttn a trip,

we ichl her thtis. lf site has ucw mtt.iglihttmmmrs, she is SO imiforined.

lmmmt time patiemit is discharged, arrangements are made for his or her return `.`. ithiimm a

week for antmthtcr elcctrosltutck, and very often the patient goes out on iuouhcrate doses tmf

Largactil. Soon the patient goes on one electroshock a month and this rate is continued fur

tu 0 cars. During this two-year period, we customarily find that the _onthititin tif the pi-

tient steadily proL'rtsses and a considerable proportiOn 11 patients show nim schizophrenic

svmtmptomn;mtobmgy after thit' first ear of follow-up therapy.

Thue famtmily is warned of the ptmssihihity of a rt.iapse and the earliest s mptonIs suggestive

of this are described to tbcmn. They are asked to contact their doctor at the Institute within

twenty-four hours at the latest after syniptonms lctve begmin to appear. The patient is im

mnediatcly hrtmtight luck to the ambulant services amid intensified ehectrosimumek treatmnemit is

carried utimt tin an amnhnhabmt hmasis fur several da-5. On occasion, sonic cm1 the sleep medica

tion, sn1h as Lareactil, is rcinstitumtecl. Tbe patiemlt is rarely readmitted.

The treatment procedure has been described in sonic detail, hmmt the descriptitmn would

he incomplete withnimt emphasizing that the resumlts of the therapy depend a great deal

upon the skill with which it is carried out. There is some danger of falling into a belief

that since treatment is here described is hargely luy means of physical and chemical agents,

the pcrctpti'.dncSS. the ze:d and the clinical wisdlOni of the psychiatrist play a relatively

small part, that the process is niecluanieal.

Nothimug cunmld be further from the facts. The therapist has to lie constantly alert tim de

tect the variotms. rapid antI often massive changes which takc' place in the patient during

the eommrse of this treatment. He shommld see time patieiit several times a day and he con-

stint1>' on time alert to estimate the degree of clepattemning whmicbt has been attained .utd to

note tIme appearance of any drug idiosyner,tsy. tIe must be well equipped with a variety ef

mmieastmres with wlmich to counteract a proneness to relapse. He mtmst keep lmimnself con

stantly aware of Imis relationships with the patient and, in particular, the relationships Ii:'-

tween the patient and the famnily. There are no substitutes for the acumen arid knowledge

of the experienced clinician.

RESULTS

The clinical material consisted of a total of 30 patients-21 females and

9 males. The mean age of the group was 36.1 years with the ages ranging

from 20 to 61 `ears. All except one had on one or more occasions been ad

mitted to the Allan Memorial Institute. The results will be described in terms

of three grades of improvement. Complete recocer describes a patient who

is restored to his best functioning self in the fullest meaning of the term, A

patient who is socially recovered is one who is fully active socially and in his

work but who mat' have residual subjective disturbances. An improved patient

is one who is not in hospital and is able to meet some of his social and occupa

tional requirements. These categories are essentially as outlined by Alexander'°

table 1.

Our patients were maintained on follow-up for a mean time of 35.2 months,

a range of 22 to 68 months. The mean number of electroshocks given during

this time
No. 2, readmission

was necessary during follow-up treatment some sis mos after regular treat

ment had begun. This patient continued on follow-up ECT after discharge and

vent on to make an eventual improved adjustment. Two other cases Nos. 6

and 17 were readmitted . months and 13 months respectively after they

had broken off treatment. Case No. 17 is demonstrated in figure 1 as are

I
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Table 2.-Distribution of fin prurcment

- tnt poP tement Grade No. Cttes

IllipItiS III 19

Sitcial fltcovtrv ci
it tplttc Reci lviIX 1

lii I 1041101 1

i'tital 30

Table 3.-Coniparison of Reaclmission Rates

Control Grt;it p Proven live EST

I N = 3141 Grout' iN -

1956-11159 luSt;-! ii:

Rr;ttluitptsuiii Halts

StliizitplinIiics. A.1.1. 31.5' 11'

Efficiency

Vith regard to efficiency, the first question to ask is, "Does it accOIflplislt

what is inteuded1" Tue answer is quite definitely `Yes." It has resulted in 11

cnsideralle increase in efficiency over the method of multiple shock therapy

as introduced 1w Bini and lilligan and modified by subsequent workers. It

represents. moreover, a noteworthy advance over insulin treatment and civer

the chemical therapies. Above all things. the readmissicn rate is greatly

reduced. At the same time, we must point to the fact that it calls for a most

considerable expenditure iii time and effort and it requires the development Of

a team of workers who are highly skilled.

With regard to the det `otal side effects, the most serious is of course

the period of complete vs' . ` -

With reference to the mechanism, our findings indicate that this method is

most effective where amnesia is well established and, in particular, where

there is a differential amnesia for the total period of illness. However, quite

S clearly, we have all seen mans' cases of schizophrenia where good results

have been obtained and where there is full or considerable recollection by the

individual of his previous schizophrenic behaviour. Hence we must say that

while amnesia seems to be an important if not essential part of the recovery

process as achieved by this method of treatment, it is by no means the only

way in which recovery takes place.

Turning to tile mechanism of the amnesia itself, we note first the existence

cf a complete and of a differential amnesia. As a working hypothesis to cx

plain the curious phenomenon of the differential amnesia, we have considered

that while recencv undouhtedly plays an important part in the determipation

of the extent of complete amnesia, another hypothesis must be advanced to

explain the differential amnesia.

In an earlier communication Cameron17. we have suggested that recol

Di

l'it't, P rev.
No. Name Sex Age Diagnosis AiIm. EST

1 C. A. F' 24 rclti:t..cat. 1 a

.ilm.
1ut fter

EST Prtvtntive St;nts
No 5T .Jan,ia,y l!i';j

ii P SiHal Ittein-ery

S 1 1 tnt j.tiivtiI

7 1 lnto-tite,.I

11$ 0 1,it iiit'vt'l

liii 0 1 nijittittil

75 1 In llosi,ital

33 0 tnt iiit,v

114 0 1 niproveti

93 0 Imp roved

liii 0 I mjtroved

78 11 Social ft t'rt'vtry

iS I Social Iteet.verv

2:1 o Tm pnivtd

48 0 Ini;iiovetl

60 0 Improved

65 0 Social Ilecoven

150 1 Social Itecovc,y

$3 0 Social ltecovery

its 0 Sticial iteetivery

49 0 Intprttvetl

4S 0 Camplete lIe

coven.

52 0 S'iial Itecoviry

53 0 Irnprm-ed

64 0 Improved

5! 0 Social Recovery

30 0 Improved

44 0 Improved

41 0 Improved

3 0 Improved

L3 0 Improved

I

i'tlcclia;i is'ln

several other representative cases. The improvement grade distribution of
cases at that time is seen in table 2 and, for a comparison of readmission rates,
see table 3.

Of the cases shown, four patients are still on regular maintenance electro
shock therapy and four out of tile thirty failed to continue to keep their
appointments for follow-up treatment.
We were interested to determine whether the duration of treatment or the

intensity of treatment bore any relation to the diagnostic category. A compari
son between the paranoid sub-group and all other categories is presented in
table 4.

In treating patients with a high number cf electroshocks over an extended
period of time, the question of organic defect and/or deterioration presents
itself. We suggest that it may he possible to evaluate this factor by employing
psychological tests. As a preliminary trial, we have re-tested several of our
eases after a period of follow-up ECT treatment and we have tabulated these
findings in table 5. The material presented does not indicate that long-term
ECT is associated with organic defect and/or deterioration to any demonstrable
degree.

- DiscussIoN

Our treatment technique is discussed under three headings: 1 eciency,
2 mechanism, 3 extension of knowledge.
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* 1 1.LtJtdJt Lcn', zIe ,C1ii:;[ittiiic vtii uiii.t1okc VOLlitt not flappear.

Chuck anti Ins co-u orkei-s reported IJ] one hundred eases in which thue

had used three grand niai convulsions daily with thut' ujiuruber of treatments

varying from seventeen to sixty-five: [he average being thirty_four. Ninety-

three of the cases were sent home hut twenty-two relapsed iii three weeks to

seven months after discharge.

VeiP administered seven eleetroshucck treatments a day, but stated that

`.Iue treatment had 110 lasting beneficial effect on the eighteen eases treated.

Rothschild and his co-workers' reported the treatment of liit -two seluizu-

phrenic patients, twenty-two of whom were tiniinpro ed and tltirtee,, of `vlloin

were out of the hospital for 1eriotls ranging from three to twelve months.

Seven years ago we decided to develop the potentialities of this proetlture.

At that time we already had extensive experience ithi two other therapeutic

procedures-continuous sleep as introduced by Kiaesit and modified h'

Azima and preventive shock therapy as described 1w Geohegan and Steven

son? We had already found that prolonged sleep produces confusion; tints we

decided to administer intensive electroshock therapy to our patients in con

tinuous sleep in order to expedite the developnuent of tile required brain svu-

dronie and also, as a means of controlling excitement and anxiety.

From the Ceohegan arid Stevenson technique we had learned a great deal

about the prevention of relapse In' monthly electroshock therapy carried on

for several years. For this reason we decided to have our paticuts-on termina

tion of the acute part of their treatment-put on a two-year follow-tip pl01

during which they would receive one electroshock a month on an ambulant

basis. From our experience with this technique, we had also learned tile de-

sirabilitv of terminating electroshock slowly and not abruptly as did some of

the earlier vorkers.

Since there was a considerable variation in the degree of disorientation which

other investigators bad attempted to achieve, we devoted attention to devis

ing a scale which wotdd cleterniine when a satisfactory level of depatterning

had appeared. KennQdyslad.Apcefl described their patients as being brouaht

to the level of 4-year-old

to dë?fãino tleirorganicallv disorganized patients as being unable to swallow

but able to suck fluid from a feeding bottla Glueckt' reported that his patients

were like helpless infants. They were incontinent in bladder and bowel and

required spoon feeding as well as tube feeding. There was a considerable

increase in spastic rigidity and the abnormal reflexes of Babinski and Floff

man-and sometimes ankle clonus-were present as well. A grasp reflex oc

casionaliv suggested evidence of a frontal lobe syndrome.

Betause of these descriptions of behavior reminiscent of early childhood. ye

decided to see whether the phenomena could be described in terms of the

early development of stages of behavior as described by Gesell.12

We soon discovered that this was quite inlpflssible. The disturbance of be

havior is anything but orderly. The patient may show incontinence and yet be

able to use quite an advanced vocabulary, and difficulties in motor move

ments go hand in hand with tile presen'ation of a second language learned

at the age of 12.

Hence we decided to abandon the whole concept of regression, convinced

fI,nf lnrn ne r,,inc,rl ,-,lrcn,'hnrn 41- n-ri4nr ii-nnl;."nf,,nc c-n- inc'tnnrl fl,n c,,r.'-

I'roltn ugeti review uf tI ie data brought out the fact that distturllaulce of the

mnemr is the central plieuuomenon and we therefore attemptedl to set tip a

sc:de based on the degree of disturbance of the memorial fuiictkni. The dis

turbance is so massiVe and pervasive that it cannot iveil le described in terms

of existing tests and can only be measured in degree if tuie sets tip large

* categories if disturlance as the basis of ones scale. For this reasu ni, we de

cided upon a scale based on degrees of disturbance in the iiudi idcuaUs space-

time image. This we have found satisfactory for our purposes. uialnelV, to en

sure that each patient is brought :Lpproiullately to the saule desired level of

disorgat uizatiitl -

In the first stage of disturbance of tile space-tiale image, there are diurked

emor deficits but it is possible for the individual to maiutaitl a space-tulle

image. In other words, lie knows Vllere he is, how long he has been there `oud

boxy lie got there. In the second stage, the patient has lost lbs space-tune

inlage, but clearly feels that there should be one. 1-Ic feels anxious and con

cerlledl because he cailnot tell where lie is and how he got tilere. In the third

stage, there is not only a loss of tile space-tulle image lut loss of all feeling

that should be present. During this stage the patient may show a variety

u I ether phenomena. such as loss cf a second language or all knowledge of his

illarital status. In more advanced forols, he na' be unable to walk without

support. to feed luinlself. and lie may show donble incoutinence. At this stage

3 all schizophrenic symptomatol°gy is alseilt. His conlnluluicatiolis are brief

and rarely spontanenn5 his replies to questions are in no way conditioned In'

.

recollections of tile past or liv anticipations of the future. He is completely free

from all enlotioflal disturbance save for a custonlary mild euphoria. Fle lives.

as it were. in a xery narrow segillent of time and space. All aspects of his

memorial functien are severel' disturbed. He eannlt well reclrd what is

going on around bun. He cannot retrieve data from the past. Reeogiiition or cue

I memory is 5eriousl interfered with and his retention span is extrenlely limited.

These steps we have termed tile three stages of "depatterning" Canlero&°.

As the patient emerges from the treatmeilt, he passes through these three

stages in reverse.
PBOCEDUUE -

The treatment is preceded by an extensive work-up in which not only are all tile clinical

data on his ease assembled. lint thwy also are collected throilgil the Social Service le.part-

rneot regardinc his home and work situatioos. The social worker ilas the respotlsibility

sometinies reillfOreed by the physieiafl-tlf advising the family of tile treatolent procedure

and of the fact that he xviii have a considerable memOry blank when he reeox ers; that

lie should not he visited during the actual period of treatment. The work-up also includes

psychological testing,
eetroptiysiolOgie.d examinations, biochemical, serological and rou

tine hejnatohogicLih and urine checks.

Unless there are contra_indicationS, Silell as a pulmonary or a cardiovascular state, the

patient is then started on continuous sleep with a three_Uxnes-aday waking period. This

method of treatment requires careful supervision. Three barbiturates, namely. erooal,

Seconal and Nenibutad, are used together xvith Largactil as tile basis of the therapy. The

patient is awakened thrice daily for toilet and meals. The nursing care requires that particu

lar attentietl should be given to the skin and to posturing and, where necessary, to respira

tory exercise with carbngen. We have found that xvitil sleep, restlessness and anbety can

be much better controlted and also have found it is usually necessary to give fewer

electroshocks. Sleep is tile initial step to ensure that the patient is drowsy and under con

trol before' intensive shock therapy is started. This is usually administered about three

i



i.Li ri Iii tatiii;ittnII t ps'cituhigicai tests at eiu/iiplutiiie patients ito

have heen tinder treatment for a prolonged period of tone and vl in have lint

shown aUV schizophrenic svmptomatologv for six mouths or a year vili often

reveal quite astonishing evidence of sciuzopi irenic disorder. Tue cllyician is

then faced with tite fact that the pnieeditres reveal little or no evidence of

sehtii.oph treuuia. whereas the tests show scltizOphirelliL to I e present in almost

as great U degree as prevuuuzslv. In order to reconcile these appareiitlv in-

coiui1iatihle findings, we have conic to consider the possihihtv that the assets

of tile individuals personalit are in surplus just US is tile case with the liver

or kidneys, We all kmnv these organs to lie more extensive in amount than

actually required for everyday living so that an individual can get along

without part tif his liver or without one of his kidneys. His kidney function,

for example, can he reorganized on the hasis of one kidney. Ve have come to

feel that tile same may lie trite of his personahitv-.tiiat parts may he damaged

and put out of circulation, as it were, and the surplus capacities which he has

can then take over. However, this new organization cni lie disturbed and, in

particular. can be disturbed by emotional stress.

This theory is in line with something which is a matter of common observa-

tion, namel', that individuals with hearing deficits, for which they have

compensated, will show an apparent in crease in hearing loss when emotionallv

disturbed, and the hearing loss then reduces again to its original level when

the emotional disturbance has passed. This is also true of visual defects and

others as ve1l. Hence we are inclined to think that most of these relapses are

actually a breakdown in organization and are not due to a lighting up of the

schizoplireuiia. :nd it is for this reason that most of the relapses are quite easily

stopped when sufficient electroshock is given to break up the emotional dis

ti irhancc.

2. Another matter which this method of treatment brings into the foreground

is the curious phenomenon of the difference in duration he! wean antcrograde

an ci posterogracic am nesia. Anterograde amnesia usually extends for about ten

day's to two weeks after the rate of elctroshock has been diminished and the

patients begin to record clearly the events of the day once more. Posterograde

amnesia, however, may extend from six months to three or four years back

from this time.

In trying to understand this phenomenon, it would appear that the essential

element to grasp is the obvious fact that the acute and intense brain response

to electroshock therapy which is the cause of the amnesia can only act upon

events which are occurring contemporaneousk. Therefore the first conclusion

that one inst reach is that this acute and intense brain reaction continues for

ten days to two weeks after the rate of electroshock therapy is reduced and

the patient once more begins to record, as is shown In' his day-to-day dis

cussions.

It is interesting to note that the more intense the brain reaction, the longer

the period of posterngrade amnesia. However, there is a limit, and we very

rarely see posterograde amnesia for longer than three to four years duration;

but with a relatively limited brain reaction to the electroshock, the `amnesia

may extend only for a period of six months. The question now comes up in

regard to what process is going on contemporaneously which could he inter-

fered with I y t I us acute 1 rai ii reaction vliich lasts thlrrughnult the period of

intensive ehectrtishuck therapy and for a week or tell clay's beyond it?

The most olwious process to propose is that of iiicoi'poratioli. It is certainly

not tI ie matter iii' prii nary registration since one can readily test tIit' fact t l uat

duirillg the greater part of the intensive electroshock therapy. tl ue patient is

well alile to register at least for brief periods, lie will renieunl'Jer what oii

say to hull and repeat it back a few minutes later. For quite a hung tiune lie

will reineunht'r people iuuutil lie enters the third stage of depatteruuiuug.

And it is almost impossible to think that this posterograde aunultslil could

he due to a defect in the retrie' al mechanism since ene would have to pus tiu

late that this voull operate with respect to all recollections and not simply

those within a limited period of time.

What incorporation consists in is still very much unknown. it is suggested

ihat it probably does consist in the formation of cross couinectiouis hetween

memories through rumination and through repeated activation. `e are aware

of the fact that the vastly greater number of things that we register seem to

lie lost forever and it is only those things which are emotionally endowed or

are repeatedly used which tend to lie remembered. Hence it may lie that the

events of the last several years are not sufficiently worked through to be

permanently incorporated and hence are vulnerable to the acute and iiittuise

brain disturbance.

Another
suggestion which is put Forward vith considerable reserve is that it

nia lie that events ef a particular kind are laid down in a 1iu'tictdar part of

the brain and then with the passage cf time and on the basis cif multiple

inter-relations with other events broucbt diout by rumination and reflection,

close connections may be estdihished in a variety of areas of the braiui.

If we then go on to postulate what seems to he the case from animal cx-

perimentation
that electroshock affects in a cone-shaped manner the area

which
immediately underlies the electrodes, then this may serve to explain

why the more recently laid down memories are most `ulnerable.

3. Finally. from our experience with this method, there arises an interesting

suggestion with respect to the working model that vc have of schizophrenia.

4 Whether we say so explicitly or not, most of us have a working model of

schizophrenia which reseuiibles that of cancer; namely, that it is a progressive

clisTseiiiosty' endin up in disaster. but with periods of 15Vrc'ssiofl'cl

periods of relative inactintv anc , i -e cancer, with a few exceptional eases

in which the disease arrests spontaneously'. However, in view of what has been

suggested about relapses. and in view of the curious phenomenon to which

reference is being made of the appearance of clinical health conteniperaneous

I with psychological findings indicating the presence ef schizophrenic damage,

one wonders whether for most kinds of schizophrenia at least, a better work

ing model would not le one like pohiomyelitis-a disease with a very' acute

phase followed by long-lasting sequelae which may become progressively

worse if not treated. If this working model is correct, we can then see the

value of depatterning as a means of bringing the process to an end and also

breaking up the sequelae. It would also underscore something which has

been ve1l emphasized for a long time, namely, the great urgency of early

recognition of this serious illness.

I -
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We liavt' deseriletl a iiietliod of treatment of schizophrenia especial lv

ilalt cii to shunt-term hospitalization in thic' isy't'h iiatric divisitiiis of general

liospitths. This iiiethiod ef treatnietit consists of three coniponents:

a tI te adininistratit n of intensive electroshock treatment:

l I concurrent adnniiistration of continuous sleep;

c I a tvo-vear post-discharge follow-up phase of treatment.
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Freud aiitl Gallon

/3:,, Nvrii `x Ruin, l.l.

fIAT FilEt.-' D was act 1uainted with the work of Sir Francis Galtuil is

made clear bY only one piece of direct evideoce. lie refers to Galtoit's

work on three occasiozis in "The interprctati0n of Dreams" aid in one iu

stance in his shorter treatise "On Dreanis,' but all of these references are

made in oiil one context. Fle describes briefi Galton's method of composite

portraituret bY which the faces of several people are superimp05 on oe

photographic plate. and uses it to illustrate the formation of collective and

coniposite figures in dreams. He does not indicate the magnitude of this piece

of Gallon's work, which was carried out for ethnologic and uithropoinetru

purposes in the pursuit of eugenic interests, nor does he given any indication

of having been particularly impressed hy Galtons contrilutiotis. There is,

however, considerable indirect evidence that Freud might have been very

{ familiar with Galton's extensive and variegated investigatio11s and have heeu

flinch influenced 1w them. If inquiry shows such to have been indeed the

case, the facts would be of much interest to psvclloanalysts and psychiatrists

Galton was horn in England in 1S2. lie began the study of medicine hut

discontinued it upon his father's death so that he never practised. He devoted

some two years to explormg unknown parts of South Africa, achieved promi

nence largely because of his interest in the study of heredity and its applica

on for eugenic puipOses and bectnue the president of the Anthrop0lgicl

Institute. He died in 1911. As a prominent scientific investigator at the time

when Freud was a medical student and in the early part of Freud's profes

sional career, and as a cousin of Charles Darwin, it is altogether probable

that Galton commanded the attention of Freud, who devoted so much time

to the reading of English literature. It is almost mconceivalle that a neu

rologist of Freud's calibre could have remained uninformed ahont Galton's

techniques for investigating sensorY perceptions e.g., 1w the devising of

graded weights fcr testing proprioceptive discriniinatioti, and whistles for

exanhining the upper limits of auditory perception. It is, however, when Gal-

ton's psvchologic studies are perused that one gains a more definite im

pression that lie may have had considerable germinati'e influence on the

f growing formulations in Freud's mind.

According to Galton's biographer. Karl Pearson.'t "He was the first to insist

upon the importance of experimental psychology," p. 211 and "was the

pioneer of experimental psychology" p 212 in England. Flis interests dove-

tailed in many xvavs with those of Freud. Galton said,5 "It would seem as

though the phvsicah structure of future generations was almost as plastic as

clay, under the control of the breeder's will. It is my desire to show, more

pointedly than, so far as I am aw'are, has been attempted before, that mental

qualities are equally under control" pp.
312-313. According to Pearson

"the first central fact of his {Calton's life is the relative lateness of much of
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INTENSIVE ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY:

A FOLLOW-UP STUDY*

A. E. SCHWARTZMAN, PH.D.' AND P. E. TERMAN5EN, M.D:

Intensive electrocovu1sive shock has

been investigated as a"rnethod of treat

ment at the Allan Memorial Institute for

the past ten years. The procedure, its

rationale and immediate effects have

been described elsewhere by Cameron

and his co-workers 1. The present

study is concerned with the identifica

tion and assessmenr of long-term changes

associated with this form of therapy.

Our basic sample for follow-up investi

gation comprisedjc tnrmefitients

admitted to the AJIA-r-d&wing-rlIëTErs

1956-63, who were known `to have

reached the `third stage of depatterning'

as defined by Cameron 2. Comparisons

between these cases and the general

population of the Institute indicate that

a the- were, on the average, ten years

younger; b many more of them were

single; c they renmined in hospital

twice as long as others; d 77 per cent as

compared to 23 per cent were diagnosed

schizophrenic or borderline; e 24 per

cent relapsed following depa tterning,
while still in hospital; f physical compli

cations ranging from `mild' to `severe'

were associated with the treatment in 23

per cent of the group; severe complica

tions accounted for six per cent of the

sample.

Information was obtained on 47 cases

with regard to current status; a 15 per

cent of these patients are currently hos

pitalized and an additional 70 per cent

maintain psychiatric contact; h 62 per
cent receive medication as out-patients:
25 per cent also receive E.C.T. periodi
callv; c 40 per cent are judged either

°This paper summarizes a report jiresented at the
Canadian, 1svcl,iatrie Association Meeting, 1960, in
l:d,,,,,0,0,, AlI,erta.

`Assistt,,-j'r,,f,,,,r, Depart,nentc f 15ychiat ry and
]`svc'l,,,I,,.y ItT,lI L'nivrr,ity, and 1irrtt.;r, ltpart-
`n'*nt f ctu.,i I'vcIi;,logy. .Allan SIe,,erial ln.titiite.

lt'.arct, Flir'v ii I'scIr .drv, Ito 1 `irtqrua

symptom free or functioning adequately

despite symptoms; varying degrees of

psychiatric inipairnient are reported for

the rest of the group; d 75 per cent of

the sample demonstrate unsatisfactory or

impoverished social adjustment; e more

than half of patients fulI' employed

prior to hospitalization are now either

in part-time work or sheltered employ

ment or are not working. A comparisin

of the foregoing findings with those

reported by Leberg 3 on RI dis

charged schizophrenics receiving other

forms of treatment, reveals little to dis

tinguish between the two groups in

terms of long-term clinical outcome.

Intelligence and memory tests were

administered to 28 former patients. The

* results, when compared with pre-treat-

ment scores, yielded little evidence of

general intellectual or memory impair

`ment attributable to the intensive electro-

convulsive shock. Current response to

the Rorschach test, however, was not

ably diminished as compared with pre

treatment performance. Ttire was a re

duction of colour perception, and an

increased rejection of stimulus cards.

The results are similar to those obtained

in hospitalized chronic schizophrenics.

An intercorrelational analysis was

undertaken to identify factors associated

with clinical outcome and current test

performance; a there was a clear-cut

and consistent positive association be

tween intelligence and educational levels

and current clinical, socal, and work

status; b a pattern of frequent electro-

convulsive shock during hospitalization

was associated with p' tor clinical out-

clinic; c the shorter the interval be

tween electroshocks, the greater was the

current memory inipairmenr as seen on

the Wtclisler . letnorv Scale; d finally.
,r''.' ,shr ,``,r,I
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between measures of current status and

* lengths of illness, hospitalization and

time elapsed since hospitalization.

A questionnaire designed to examine

* , memory function in detail was corn
`&J pleted by 27 former patients who had

received the intensive E.C.T. The 29

- `memory' items were distributed among

31 questions dealing with physical and

emotional health in order to minimize

the aim of the questionnaire. The depen

rdenee
on others for recall of past events

is reported by 63 per cent of the sample.

A persisting amnesia retrograde to the

`depatterning' and ranging in time from

six months to ten years is reported by

60 per cent of the respondents. The

number of `memory' complaints pre

sented by the patient appeared to be

independent of both the patient's state

of health as reported by the patient, and

his current clinical condition as judged

by the clinician.

The results of the questionnaire are at

variance with those derived from objec

tive memory tests where little impair

ment was noted. it is possible that,

despite actual recovery from the short- `

terni amnesic effects of intensive E.C.T.,

the questionnaire reflects the persisting

* distress of the patient concerning the

severe loss of memory experienced dur

ing and immediately following his course

of treatment. On the other hand, it is

also possible that the questionnaire and

the tests of recall are examining different

facets of memory function, and that

particular areas of deficit do, in fact,

persist long after the termination of in

tensive electroconvulsive shock therapy.
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Conclusions

Results of our follow-up investigation

indicate that, in terms of both recovery

rate and current clinical condition, p-i-

dents who received intensive electrocon

vulsive shock therapy cannot be distin

guished from those who receive other

forms of treatment. Indicators of favour

able clinical outcome associated with this

type of treatment are also indistinguish

able froni chose operating for other ap

proaches. The incidence of physical

complications and the anxiety genrated

in the patient because of real or imagined

memory difficulty argue against the ad

ministration of intensive electroconvul

sive shock as a standard therapeutic pro

cedure.
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know that the expenditure of X dollars

will bring to light four earl cancers of

the cervix, or that for the same money in

a different program three elderly patients

with early tuberculosis will be dis

covered; the choice of which program

to follow is difficult and no machine can

make it.

Another factor concerns the inter

action of society and patient. in psv

ehiatric planning1 society detnands special

consideration. For example society may

find it more difficult to tolerate a para

noid schizophrenic in its midst than a

case of open tuberculosis treated at home.

A third point concerns the role of

the computer. In any social system the

interaction of numerous variables adds up

to a complexity which precludes accurate

prediction by human methods unaided by

complex gadgetry like a computer.

To take a simple problem from the psv-

chiatric field, an increase of out-patient

facilities at first tends to increase admis

sion cbv detecting more cases. Later it

tends to diminish admission by prevent

ing some admissions. This relationship

is frequently complicated by the fact that

the same personnel provide both sen-ices,

so that if out-patient services are in

creased, there is less time to devote to in

patient services and they therefore be

come less efficient. I'ice versa, increased

time devoted to in-patient service reduces

time available to out-patient service, thus

more patients have to be admitted and

further increase the demands on in-patient

time. W'hen to this complex relationship

we add such variables as the type of staff

or facilities available, the type of patients

diagnostically and socially involved; and

the ftpe of society being served, we find

the interactions too complex to handle

unaided. The standard scientific tech

nu1ues of holding all variables except one

COMPUTER SIMULATION AS AN AID

TO THE PLANNING OF PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES*

K. I. PEARCE, M.D.1
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Need for Simulation

In any society the p?portion of its

skilled rnanpover and of the gross na

tional product allocated to health services

will always be limited, so that they should

be used optimally-.

Within the health field itself many dif

ferent areas are competing for available

staff and funds. Decisions as to allocation

at present are only partly determined 1w

need. .lan decisions are political in the

broadest sense of the word or are based

on emotional appeal. There is a need to

measure the benefits of resources spent in

one area or in one vav against resources

spent in other areas or in different ways.

For example if S 100,000 were available

to a government health department,

would it be best spent on tuberculosis

surveys or on establishing a cytological

service for cervical snlear examination?

If the tuberculosis survey is opted for,

should the screening be ilantoux testing

in school children, mass X-rays in the

general population or focused investiga

tion of high risk groups like the aged

or Indians? To answer such questions

we need data as to the likely effects of

each form of survey. With this data

available a decision then has to be made

to embark on one particular form. A

decision to provide a service invariably

implies a decision to not supply another

service.

c

tf3

Need for Computer Involvement in

Health Service Planning

Health service planning is not as simple

as the above notes might make it appear.

Even when all the facts are kmnvn human

decisions
have to le made preferably by

humane physicians. For instance if we

Olndjfied version of pain presented at the Canadian

Psychiatric

.&s,,ci;stinn Mn-tine, Edononiton. Join. 1966.
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